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". . . Where there is no air
to resist their motions,
all bodies will move with the greatest freedom."
SIR ISAAC NEWTON Principles of Natural Philosophy

Today, almost three hundred years after Newton's Principia
appeared, man is about to satisfy his centuries-old curiosity
concerning space "where there is no air." First instruments
went. Soon man himself will go.
Prior to man's undertaking sustained space voyages propulsion systems with efficiencies far exceeding those presently
available must be developed.
The scientists and engineers at Electro-Optical Systems
are in the advanced stages of research and development on
what may well be a forerunner of practical space propulsion
systems - the ion engine.
Other advanced research and development programs in
areas vital to technological progress in space, military weaponry and industry include:
Energy Conversion Research and Advanced Power Systems
Heat Rejection in Space
Molecular Electronics
Optical Tracking and Guidance
Space Communications Systems
Exploding Wire Research
EOS has professional opportunities for Physicist's, Mathematicians and Engineers.
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This brief book contains the four
inaugural George B Pegrain lecturer
given by Dr. DuBridge last fall at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory. The
lectures deal in non-techiiiral terms
with trends in the relationship of science and society. Dr. DuBridge begins by setting out some physical and
engineering facts of iccketry, together
with a short a c c o ~ ~ noft the U. S.
Army space program in wliich the
von Braun team and Galtech's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory collaborated to
launch the first American satellite and
the first American escape vehicle.
In the second lecture Dr. DuBridee
considers the kinds of scientific measurements that can be made using
space vehicles, and some of the associated problems sucli as power supply, communications, and reliability
and long life of equipment. The author
also mentions military uses of space
vehicles; some readers may draw unwarranted inferences from his mild
lampooning of superficial ideas in this
area. He then tells the story of the
discovery of the great Van Allen radiation belts about the earth.
In the third and fourth lectures
Dr. DuBridge takes us outward to
the moon and planets, and finally to
stars, galaxies, and the question of
the origin of the universe. It is in
these final sections that he best cornrnunicates the wonder and excitement
that lie in store for us as we learn
to probe the nearby bodies, to look
for extraterrestrial life, and to search
deep into space using astronomical
telescopes placed outside the atrnosphere.
Anyone familiar with Dr. DuBridge
as a lecturer will recognize his livelj
style. Together with the plentiful
illustrations, the lectures create a
pleasing little book. The language i s
purposely elementary and many readers will find nothing new, but the
subject is rich in fascination and the
story well beam repeated telling.

